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Executive summary 
Background 
In August 2021 the Electricity Authority (Authority) received a claim that an undesirable trading 
situation (UTS) had occurred. This claim related to six trading periods (37-42) on the evening of 
Monday 9 August 2021, when New Zealand faced the largest demand peak on record because 
of one of the coldest nights of 2021.  

The situation on 9 August (referred to as the Event) rapidly escalated from a forecast generation 
shortfall into a challenging grid emergency with the risk of cascade failure of the grid and 
potentially widespread outages. 

While the most extreme outcomes were avoided, the incident had a major impact on the 
electricity market. Approximately 34,000 customers had their supply of electricity interrupted 
including 17,000 in the Waikato. Scarcity pricing1 was applied to trading periods 39 - 42, with a 
significant impact on final prices. 

The UTS claim alleged that Contact Energy Limited (Contact Energy) and Genesis Energy 
Limited (Genesis Energy) individually and jointly caused the 9 August peak demand. The claim 
was received within the ten working day limit prescribed by the Electricity Industry Participation 
Code 2010 (Code).    

Although not part of the claim, the Authority decided to also consider the conduct of 
Transpower, in its role as the system operator.  

The Code sets the rules for the electricity industry. The Code provides that a UTS is a situation 
that threatens, or may threaten, confidence in, or the integrity of, the wholesale market and 
which cannot in the Authority’s reasonable opinion be satisfactorily resolved by other provisions 
of the Code. The UTS provisions of the Code provide the Authority with the ability to correct 
such situations and restore the normal operation of the market. 

In addition to the UTS claim, other activity relating to the events of 9 August 2021 has occurred 
in parallel including: 

• Various reviews (collectively the “9 August Reviews”) into the Event, including by the 
Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE), the Authority and Transpower. 
The Authority has been running several work streams into different aspects of the Event, 
including a review under section 16 of the Electricity Industry Act 2010 (Act), which 
commenced immediately following the Event, to consider the role of various parties: 
including the system operator, lines companies, generators, and retailers. 

• Compliance investigations considering several alleged breaches of the Code. These 
allegations relate to the system operator’s and generators' actions in relation to the 
Event. As a result of one investigation, the Authority laid a formal complaint with the 
Rulings Panel against the system operator. The Authority has not laid a complaint 
against any generators in relation to the Event. 

The Authority also reviewed a pricing error claim2 (PEC) in relation to the Event. The Authority 
determined that there had not been a pricing error as that term is defined in the Code. 

 
1  Scarcity pricing is discussed further in the body of this paper. 
2   Details relating to pricing error claims are set out on the Authority website at - 

https://www.ea.govt.nz/operations/wholesale/spot-pricing/how-spot-prices-work/pricing-error-
claims/#:~:text=Once%20interim%20prices%20are%20published,NZX%2C%20for%20a%20pricing%20error 

https://www.ea.govt.nz/operations/wholesale/spot-pricing/how-spot-prices-work/pricing-error-claims/#:%7E:text=Once%20interim%20prices%20are%20published,NZX%2C%20for%20a%20pricing%20error
https://www.ea.govt.nz/operations/wholesale/spot-pricing/how-spot-prices-work/pricing-error-claims/#:%7E:text=Once%20interim%20prices%20are%20published,NZX%2C%20for%20a%20pricing%20error
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It is important to be clear about the functions of these activities and how these differ from the 
focus of the UTS investigation: 

• The 9 August Reviews have assessed the Event and provided recommendations to 
mitigate the possibility that similar events could occur again. 

• The compliance processes focus on whether there has been a breach of the Code by 
the system operator or the generators through their actions or omissions in relation to 
the Event.  

• In contrast, the UTS investigation is assessing whether the Event threatens, or may 
threaten, the confidence in or integrity of the wholesale market in a way which cannot be 
resolved via other mechanisms under the Code.  

Different analyses and tests apply to the different activities. In relation to a UTS, the Code 
provides the Authority wide powers to take corrective action if it considers a UTS has developed 
or is developing. 

The Authority has investigated this Event under its UTS functions and carefully reviewed the 
submissions it received. This final decision paper (FDP) sets out the Authority’s investigation 
and the basis for its decision. 

Authority’s decision  
The Authority considered whether any of three aspects of the Event could have resulted in a 
UTS: 

• Genesis Energy and Contact Energy not making certain generation assets available to 
service the evening peak on 9 August 2021. 

• The way in which the system operator managed the grid emergency. 
• The triggering of the Code’s scarcity pricing regime by the system operator. 

The scarcity pricing issue assumed significance after the Authority’s preliminary decision paper 
(PDP) was published. The Authority issued a supplementary consultation paper (SCP) to 
provide interested parties an opportunity to comment.  

Actions of the generators 
Genesis Energy  
The Authority’s finding is unchanged from the PDP – on an objective standard, Genesis 
Energy’s decision to not offer Huntly Rankine Unit 4 (HLY4) was a decision that was within the 
range of what the market might normally expect in the circumstances. In reaching this 
conclusion, the Authority considered the data the trader was observing, the uncertain nature of 
the information available, and the range of potential price outcomes.  The Authority also 
considered the narrow time window Genesis Energy had to make a decision about whether to 
commit HLY4.  

In this context, the Authority concluded the decision to not offer HLY4 did not threaten 
confidence in, or the integrity of, the wholesale market and so did not amount to a UTS.  

Contact Energy  
The Authority’s finding in the PDP is unchanged — by the time that Contact Energy had 
sufficient information to conclude that the Taranaki Combined Cycle (TCC) would be needed 
during the relevant trading periods on 9 August 2021, it was too late to bring the unit online.   

In those circumstances, the failure to bring the TCC online did not threaten confidence in, or the 
integrity of, the wholesale market and so did not amount to a UTS.  
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System operator’s management of the grid emergency 
The Authority considers that the system operator made errors during the Event. While it avoided 
the worst outcomes of the grid emergency, it did not minimise the impact of the grid emergency 
on consumers.  

Disruption to consumers on the scale that occurred during the Event could threaten confidence 
in, or the integrity of, the wholesale market. 

However, all consumers were reconnected on 9 August 2021. There is no situation that the 
Authority needs to correct by using its UTS powers in this regard. Any breaches of the Code by 
the system operator will be determined by the Rulings Panel. 

The Authority’s finding in the PDP on this aspect of the Event is therefore unchanged. 

Triggering of scarcity pricing 
The system operator triggered the Code’s scarcity pricing provisions in relation to four trading 
periods on 9 August 2021 by issuing an Island Shortage Situation3 (ISS) Notice.   

The Authority’s view is that the system operator was not entitled to trigger scarcity pricing under 
the Code. The Code prescribes conditions that must be met before scarcity pricing can be 
engaged, and these were not met on 9 August 2021. 

The incorrect triggering of scarcity pricing is clearly a situation that affected the wholesale 
market. The gross settlement amount for electricity was approximately $130 million higher than 
it would have been if scarcity pricing was not triggered, although that figure overstates the true 
economic effect given that many generators are also retailers, and many retailers have hedge 
contracts.4  

This situation is within the Authority’s power to remedy as a UTS because it relates to finalising 
prices, which are currently being held as interim.  

However, after detailed consideration, the Authority has concluded that the application of 
scarcity pricing to these trading periods does not threaten confidence in, or the integrity of, the 
wholesale market. This is for the following key reasons:  

• Scarcity pricing exists to ensure that prices are not artificially depressed when the 
system operator directs demand reductions.  

• The conditions that existed at the time were precisely those that the scarcity pricing 
provisions were designed to manage. Without the application of these provisions, the 
resulting prices would reflect the distortions arising from the system operator’s demand 
management, and fail to provide appropriate price signals to the market. Put another 
way: industry participants could reasonably expect scarcity pricing to apply in these 
circumstances. The system operator needed to manage demand during the Event, and 
prices would have been artificially low if the scarcity pricing regime were not applied. 

 
3  As defined in Part 1 of the Code. 
4  As was noted by Nova Energy Ltd in its submission, the actual financial gain for generators is likely to have 

been significantly less than $130 million. This is because generators that are also retailers (“gentailers”) 
were both selling and buying electricity. Additionally, many retailers will have hedge contracts that seek to 
protect them (to varying degrees) from price spikes. While the Authority’s focus must be on the functioning of 
the market as a whole, we accept Nova’s submission that it would not be correct to imply that “consumers 
are $130 million worse off” because of scarcity pricing, in part because wholesale prices are not directly 
passed on to a large number of particularly residential consumers on fixed price contracts.    
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• The conclusion that the technical requirements for scarcity pricing were not met rests on 
a relatively fine distinction under the Code. As set out in the SCP, the Code requires 
scarcity pricing to be triggered only where the system operator has required electrical 
disconnection of demand, but not where it has requested reduction of demand. While the 
system operator originally considered that it had required electrical disconnection of 
demand, it now accepts that the notices issued during the grid emergency were notices 
requesting a reduction in demand. 

Consistent with this conclusion, the incoming real-time pricing reforms will remove the 
distinction that means that scarcity pricing should technically not have applied in this case.  

The Authority therefore considers that corrective action is not necessary as, in these 
circumstances, the application of scarcity prices was not likely to threaten confidence in, or the 
integrity of, the wholesale market. 

Next steps 
The Authority’s decision ends the UTS investigation and consultation process.   

The Authority’s conclusion that there was no UTS does not mean that the Authority is satisfied 
that all industry participants complied with the Code on 9 August 2021. An industry participant 
can breach the Code without causing a UTS. As mentioned above, the Authority is currently 
taking enforcement action in relation to alleged Code breaches by the system operator.  

This conclusion also does not mean that the Authority considers that there are no lessons that 
could be adopted to prevent a similar event recurring. That will be addressed by the work arising 
from the various 9 August Reviews but is not relevant for determining whether a UTS has 
occurred.   
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1 Introduction 
Summary of the UTS claim  

1.1 On 12 August 2021, the Authority received a claim from Haast Energy Trading Limited 
(Haast Energy) and Electric Kiwi Limited (Electric Kiwi) that a UTS occurred on 9 August 
2021 in relation to six trading periods (37 to 42). Two more parties subsequently joined 
the claim: Flick Energy Limited (Flick Electric) and Switch Utilities Limited (Vocus New 
Zealand) (collectively these four parties are referred to as the “Independent Retailers”).  

1.2 The claim alleged that the UTS was individually and jointly caused by Contact Energy 
and Genesis Energy on the grounds that: 

(a) Genesis Energy did not offer HLY4 to the market, and  

(b) Contact Energy had the TCC available but did not run it. 

1.3 Although not part of the claim, the Authority also decided, based on an initial review of 
the data, to consider whether the actions of Transpower as the system operator 
contributed to a potential UTS.5  

1.4 As further detailed in the PDP, the Independent Retailers requested the Authority 
exercise its powers in the UTS provisions by, among other things, directing the 
wholesale market pricing manager not to finalise prices for the six trading periods in 
question while the Authority investigated the alleged UTS.  That direction was made and 
the prices in question have not yet been finalised. 

1.5 Information received after the PDP consultation raised the question of whether the 
scarcity pricing provisions of the Code had been correctly applied to trading periods 39 - 
42 during the grid emergency on 9 August 2021. The Authority undertook supplementary 
consultation on this question. 

1.6 The Authority therefore considered whether a UTS had arisen through any one or more 
of the following:  

(a) Genesis Energy and Contact Energy not making certain generation assets 
available to service the evening peak on 9 August 2021; and/or 

(b) the way in which the system operator managed the grid emergency; and/or 

(c) the triggering of the Code’s scarcity pricing regime by the system operator. 

Background  
1.7 The factual circumstances of the Event are described in Section 2. However, the 

circumstances of the Event and an overview of the relevant parts of the Code can be 
summarised as follows. 

1.8 On the cold evening of 9 August 2021, peak electricity demand reached its highest level 
on record. Simultaneously, available generation unexpectedly declined – a result of a 
drop in wind generation and weed clogging the intakes of the Tokaanau power station. 
Slower-start generating assets (such as the HLY4 and TCC) were offline in the afternoon 
and could not be brought online in time to service the evening peak.  

 
5  The UTS claim, consultation papers, submissions and decision papers are available at - 

https://www.ea.govt.nz/code-and-compliance/uts/undesirable-trading-situations-decisions/9-august-2/ 

https://www.ea.govt.nz/code-and-compliance/uts/undesirable-trading-situations-decisions/9-august-2/
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1.9 Looking at this data in real time, it appeared to the system operator that there was 
insufficient generation available to meet demand and have sufficient reserves for any 
contingent event. In simple terms, there was a risk that the national power system would 
collapse. While smaller-scale grid emergencies do occur from time to time,6 an event of 
this scale is unprecedented. In the words of MBIE’s report on 9 August 2021 (MBIE 
Report): “It is the first time an event of this nature has occurred since the electricity 
market began in 1996.7” 

1.10 Maintaining system security is one of the system operator’s principal obligations under 
the Code. The system operator must ensure it is operating the power system within the 
required parameters to preserve power quality and avoid cascade failure. To do this: 

(a) The system operator monitors system conditions in real-time and maintains 
communication with asset owners including electricity distribution businesses 
(EDBs). 

(b) If a problem arises, the system operator can request outage recalls, or changes in 
generation or load, and works with asset owners on reconfiguration and restoration 
both through phone calls and emailed notices. 

(c) If this does not resolve the issue, the system operator can instruct managed 
shedding of load to avoid cascade failure if there is insufficient supply to meet 
demand in real time. 

1.11 If these actions do not restore the balance of generation and demand within the power 
system, the final line of defence is Automatic Under Frequency Load Shedding (AUFLS), 
which automatically disconnects significant portions of the national grid. This is designed 
to prevent cascade failures, which would result in even more widespread outages.  

1.12 In dealing with the escalating situation on 9 August, the Authority considers that the 
system operator made several process and administrative errors (including in relation to 
its instructions to EDBs).  

1.13 However, the system operator did succeed in maintaining system frequency, as well as 
providing some generation reserves to cope with the possibility of further generation 
losses. As summarised in the MBIE Report: 

We nonetheless find that the system operator staff acted capably and professionally 
during a challenging evening. They got us through, notwithstanding inadequate 
information and a faulty allocation tool. Their skill and commitment avoided the next 
stage of system defence, known as Automatic Under Frequency Load Shedding 
(AUFLS), which would have seen 16 per cent of New Zealand’s electricity load 
shed, automatically.8 

1.14 Following the conclusion of the grid emergency, the system operator issued an ISS 
Notice, which triggered the scarcity pricing provisions of the Code. 

 
6  See https://www.ea.govt.nz/operations/market-operation-service-providers/system-operator/grid-emergency-

reports/ 
7  As noted at the end of the second paragraph of the Executive Summary of the MBIE Report - 

https://www.mbie.govt.nz/dmsdocument/17988-investigation-into-electricity-supply-interruptions-of-9-august-
2021 

8  See paragraph numbered 4. of the Executive Summary - https://www.mbie.govt.nz/dmsdocument/17988-
investigation-into-electricity-supply-interruptions-of-9-august-2021  

https://www.ea.govt.nz/operations/market-operation-service-providers/system-operator/grid-emergency-reports/
https://www.ea.govt.nz/operations/market-operation-service-providers/system-operator/grid-emergency-reports/
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/dmsdocument/17988-investigation-into-electricity-supply-interruptions-of-9-august-2021
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/dmsdocument/17988-investigation-into-electricity-supply-interruptions-of-9-august-2021
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/dmsdocument/17988-investigation-into-electricity-supply-interruptions-of-9-august-2021
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/dmsdocument/17988-investigation-into-electricity-supply-interruptions-of-9-august-2021
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1.15 Scarcity pricing exists to prevent electricity prices being artificially depressed during 
times of high demand. Where the system operator has directed demand to be shed, then 
the ordinary pricing mechanisms in the Code would result in a lower pricing solution: 
prices would fall even though real demand is high. As outlined in the Authority’s 
Explanatory Paper: Summary of Scarcity Pricing and Related Measures dated 27 July 
2011: 

3.4  … Because spot prices fall once demand is reduced in these situations, the 
incentive for generators to make more power available (e.g. bring a generating unit 
back from maintenance early) or to preserve more fuel is reduced. It can also 
discourage electricity retailers and electricity consumers’ plans to voluntarily reduce 
their load.  

3.5  Future investment decisions may also be affected. Generators and electricity 
retailers make their decisions based on their expectations of future spot prices. If 
they expect spot prices to be suppressed below their true value in a supply 
emergency, this will reduce their incentive to build last-resort generation plant or 
invest in demand-response capability. It also weakens the incentive on electricity 
retailers and other large wholesale buyers to enter into hedge contracts with 
providers of last-resort generation plant. These contracts can help to underpin 
generation investment. 

1.16 In this case, the application of scarcity pricing caused prices to reset to approximately 
$10,000 MW/h for trading periods 39 – 42 on 9 August. If not for the application of 
scarcity pricing, the average price during those trading periods would have been much 
lower, as set out in Figure 1 of the PDP.9  As a result, the gross settlement amount for 
generation was up to $130 million more than if scarcity prices had not been invoked, 
though the net impact was likely significantly less.10 

1.17 The Code contains provisions to give effect to the policy discussed above.11 However, 
these provisions specify that the system operator must require electrical disconnection 
as a pre-condition for scarcity pricing to apply (i.e. other forms of demand suppression 
are not sufficient). As outlined in the SCP in the Authority’s view this means that the ISS 
Notice, and thus the triggering of scarcity pricing, did not follow the Code. 

The Authority’s response 
1.18 Upon receipt of the Independent Retailers’ complaint, and after carrying out an initial 

analysis of the Event, the Authority released the PDP. The PDP set out the Authority’s 
initial view that the Event had not resulted in a UTS. Interested parties were given an 
opportunity to make submissions. Subsequently, the Authority published a 
supplementary consultation paper requesting further submissions. 

 
9  https://www.ea.govt.nz/assets/dms-assets/30/UTS-preliminary-decision-supplementary-consultation.pdf 
10  See the discussion at paragraph 2.22 below.  
11  Details on scarcity pricing are available at - https://www.ea.govt.nz/operations/wholesale/spot-

pricing/scarcity-pricing/  and  further details on the policy rationale and design can be found in the 2011 
consultation paper:  https://www.ea.govt.nz/assets/dms-assets/9/9784scarcity-pricing-arrangements-
proposed-design.pdf  

https://www.ea.govt.nz/operations/wholesale/spot-pricing/scarcity-pricing/
https://www.ea.govt.nz/operations/wholesale/spot-pricing/scarcity-pricing/
https://www.ea.govt.nz/about-us/what-we-do/our-history/archive/dev-archive/work-programmes/market-wholesale-and-retail-work/scarcity-pricing/consultations/
https://www.ea.govt.nz/about-us/what-we-do/our-history/archive/dev-archive/work-programmes/market-wholesale-and-retail-work/scarcity-pricing/consultations/
https://www.ea.govt.nz/assets/dms-assets/9/9784scarcity-pricing-arrangements-proposed-design.pdf
https://www.ea.govt.nz/assets/dms-assets/9/9784scarcity-pricing-arrangements-proposed-design.pdf
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1.19 The UTS claim, the consultation papers and submissions can be found on the Authority’s 
website:  

https://www.ea.govt.nz/code-and-compliance/uts/undesirable-trading-situations-
decisions/9-august-2/ 

1.20 The Authority received eight submissions on the PDP from nine parties, with supporting 
letters from a further two parties. Four parties supported the Authority’s finding in the 
PDP that there was no UTS; one party stated it did not dispute the preliminary finding 
and noted this was a decision for the Authority; four parties were of the view that this 
was a UTS; and two parties did not endorse or disagree with the PDP but essentially 
sought further information and / or clarification of the approach taken or on specific 
points raised in the PDP.  

Table 1: Summary of submissions on the PDP 

Name General view 

Contact Energy  Agrees that not a UTS 

Genesis Energy  Agrees that not a UTS 

Nova Energy  Agrees that not a UTS 

Trustpower Limited Agrees that not a UTS 

Haast and Electric Kiwi View is that there is a UTS 

Flick Electric and Vocus New 
Zealand 

Supports Haast / Electric Kiwi view that there is 
a UTS 

Meridian Energy Limited Requests further information / clarification 

Transpower Provides clarification of a specific issue 

Major Energy Users Group (MEUG) Proposes that further information is required 
 

1.21 The Authority then issued a supplementary consultation paper asking for submissions on 
whether it was appropriate for scarcity pricing to apply to trading periods 39 – 4212 on 
9 August 2021, notwithstanding that the ISS Notice may not have been issued in 
accordance with the Code.  

1.22 The Authority received nine further submissions from 12 parties discussing this point. 
Five parties submitted it was appropriate for scarcity pricing to apply to the four trading 
periods, six parties submitted it was not appropriate for scarcity pricing to apply, and one 
party did not respond to the question but raised a number of matters related to the issue.  

Table 2: Summary of supplementary submissions 

Name General view 

Pioneer Energy Limited Not appropriate for scarcity pricing to apply 

 
12  Noting that this is a subset of the six trading periods alleged to be a UTS, i.e., if the Authority determines that 

scarcity pricing should not have applied, this finding would only relate to four of the six trading periods. 

https://www.ea.govt.nz/code-and-compliance/uts/undesirable-trading-situations-decisions/9-august-2/
https://www.ea.govt.nz/code-and-compliance/uts/undesirable-trading-situations-decisions/9-august-2/
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Name General view 

Haast, Electric Kiwi, Flick Electric, 
Vocus Not appropriate for scarcity pricing to apply 

Genesis Energy Limited Not appropriate for scarcity pricing to apply 

EMHTrade Limited Appropriate for scarcity pricing to apply 

Mercury NZ Limited Appropriate for scarcity pricing to apply 

Nova Energy Limited Appropriate for scarcity pricing to apply 

Transpower New Zealand Ltd (as 
system operator)  Appropriate for scarcity pricing to apply 

Bold Market Making NZ Ltd Appropriate for scarcity pricing to apply 

Meridian Energy Ltd 
Does not provide a view as to whether scarcity 
pricing should apply.  

1.23 Where relevant, this FDP discusses the general themes raised in submissions. The 
Authority has endeavoured to accurately summarise views expressed in the 
submissions. However, the summaries necessarily compress the information provided in 
submissions and the individual submissions should be read to obtain a full account of 
submitters’ views. 

1.24 The Authority has carefully considered all submissions.  Having done so, the Authority 
remains of the view that there was no UTS. However, our reasoning has developed in 
response to the matters raised in submissions. The reasons for our decision are set out 
in the remainder of this report. 

2 Circumstances of the Event 
The 9 August 2021 grid emergency 

2.1 The circumstances leading up to the grid emergency in the early evening of 9 August 
2021 have been thoroughly researched and documented in the Electricity Authority’s 
immediate assurance report,13 a report by PBA Consulting14 and the MBIE Report.15 The 
following is a description of the key aspects of the Event, based in part on those three 
reports. A more extensive timeline is set out in Appendix A. Copies of the notices issued 
by the system operator are included in Appendix C. 

WRN – Warning Notice 

GEN – Grid Emergency Notice 

GEN Revision – an update to a previously issued GEN 

 
13  Electricity Authority, Immediate assurance review of the 9 August 2021 demand management event, 10 

September 2021 
14  PBA Consulting, Independent Investigation of the 9 August 2021 Grid Emergency, 6 October 2021 (for 

Transpower) 
15  Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, Investigation into electricity supply interruptions on 9 

August 2021 
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GEN RPT – Grid Emergency Notice Report (issued after the emergency is resolved)  

Table 3: Summary of notices issued on 9 August 2021 

Time of 
issue 

Type of 
notice 

Notice content 

6:42 am CAN Notification of low residual situation (i.e. 
North Island residual generation forecast 
at less than 200 MW for trading periods 
36 – 41 (5:30 pm – 8 pm). Participants 
asked to ensure energy and reserve 
offers and demand bids are accurate. 

1:02 pm WRN Notification of risk of insufficient 
generation offers nationally from 5:30 pm 
– 8:30 pm. Participants requested to 
increase energy offers, increase 
instantaneous reserve offers and 
decrease demand. 

5:10 pm GEN Notification of insufficient generation 
offers nationally from 6:00 pm – 8:00 pm. 
Participants requested to increase energy 
offers, increase instantaneous reserve 
offers and decrease demand. 

6:47 pm GEN 
Revision 

All network companies to reduce load by 
1% until further notice. 

7:09 pm GEN 
Revision 

Demand allocation notice (DAN) – a table 
of maximum demands for each connected 
party (includes distributors and direct 
connect customers). 

8:20 pm GEN 
Revision 

Situation update. Network companies may 
increase load by 5% on current load. 

9:01 pm GEN 
Revision 

Grid emergency ended. All participants 
can restore load. 

11:19 pm GEN 
Report 

Cause of the grid emergency was 
insufficient generation offers nationally to 
meet demand and provide for N-1 security 
for a contingent event between 6 pm and 
9 pm. 

11:54 pm ISS Notice In accordance with clause 5(1A) of 
Technical Code B of Schedule 8.3, a 
notice to inform the pricing manager and 
market participants that an island-wide 
instruction to disconnect demand has 
been issued. 
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Initial indications 
2.2 The system operator’s demand forecast early on Monday 9 August 2021 initially 

indicated that there was sufficient generation capacity offered to meet a forecast record 
peak demand, as well as to provide a normal reserve margin to cover for a possible loss 
of generation.  

2.3 A CAN was issued at 6:42am advising the excess generation offered (called the 
‘residual’) for the period from 5:30pm to 8:00pm was less than the normal margin of 
200MW. This was supplemented at 1:02pm with a WRN advising that there was a risk of 
insufficient generation to meet demand from 5:30 pm – 8:30 pm. There was still sufficient 
generation offers to meet forecast demand and reserves. 

GEN at 5.10pm 
2.4 The situation worsened by late afternoon as wind generation declined and one hydro 

station (Tokaanu) experienced ongoing trouble with weed blocking its inlet screens, 
resulting in sudden reductions in generation. These circumstances prompted the system 
operator to issue a GEN at 5:10 pm, requesting that participants increase energy offers, 
increase instantaneous reserve offers and decrease demand. Some distributors 
responded by reducing controllable load. 

2.5 Controllable load is mostly “ripple-controlled” water heating load that can be switched off 
for relatively short periods (typically for a few hours at a time) without loss of consumer 
amenity. 

GEN at 6.47pm 
2.6 As the Monday evening peak demand approached, it became evident that the situation 

may become more serious. To keep control of system frequency, the system operator 
issued a second GEN at 6:47pm16, reiterating the previous request for generation and 
reserve offer increases and demand decreases. In addition, the GEN stated “All network 
companies to reduce load by 1% until further notice. A demand allocation notice will 
follow shortly”.  

2.7 Distributors responded very quickly to reduce demand such that the requested 1% 
demand reduction was achieved within 6 minutes of the GEN. Indeed, a 3% demand 
reduction (three times the amount requested) was achieved within 20 minutes of the 
GEN.  

2.8 The distributor demand reductions were mostly achieved by switching off any remaining 
controllable load. However, some distributors had already reduced demand in response 
to the 5:10 pm GEN and simply did not have a further 1% of controlled load resource. 
Some of the distributors in this situation reduced demand by bulk disconnecting 
consumers where no more controllable load was available. These disconnections were 
carried out by remote switching selected distribution feeders using the distributors 
SCADA systems, causing a total loss of supply for the customers on those feeders. 

2.9 The demand reductions allowed the system operator to keep control of system 
frequency, as well as providing some generation reserves to cope with the possibility of 
further generation losses.  

 
16  The notice was issued at 6.47pm, but the email was received by distributors at 6.48pm. This paper therefore 

refers to the “6.47pm Notice” 
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2.10 The steps taken by the system operator and distributors prevented the system frequency 
(which reflects the balance of supply and demand) from falling to levels where automatic 
defence mechanisms would have been triggered. If the frequency had fallen far enough, 
interruptible load (offered by ancillary services providers) would have been shed. If it 
continued to fall, it would reach the point at which AUFLS would have disconnected a 
very large number of consumers – at least 16% of New Zealand’s overall demand. The 
necessary drops in frequency could have happened very quickly – likely within fractions 
of a second – which is why interruptible load and AUFLS are automated responses. 

2.11 By 7:08 pm, the situation had improved, largely because of the demand reductions.  

GEN (DAN) at 7.09pm 
2.12 At 7:09 pm, 22 minutes after the 6:47 pm GEN, the system operator issued a GEN 

containing a demand allocation notice (DAN) to 27 distributors and 8 direct connect 
customers. The DAN was intended to allocate the overall 1% demand reduction sought 
by the system operator in the 6:47 pm GEN equitably amongst distributors and large 
customers directly connected to the grid.  

2.13 The DAN contained materially incorrect allocations that allowed some recipients to 
increase demand above their original levels, but meant that 8 recipients further 
decreased demand, some by significant amounts.  

2.14 Several distributors suspected the DAN contained incorrect allocations due to the large 
amount of demand reduction it called for. Some queried their regional Transpower 
National Grid Operations Centre (NGOC) or the system operator’s National Control 
Centre (NCC).  

2.15 Some queries to the regional NGOCs were passed on to NCC, alerting coordinators to 
problems with the DAN. Those distributors were asked to hold-off following the DAN.  

2.16 However, the other 5 distributors who had queried their NGOC had the DAN allocations 
confirmed. Of these, 2 distributors (Electra and WEL) reported that they needed to 
disconnect additional consumers, equivalent to about 37 MW of demand in total.  

Revised GEN at 8.20pm 
2.17 By 8:20 pm, the evening peak was passing, meaning that demand had naturally 

reduced. The system operator issued a revised GEN, notifying distributors that they 
could increase demand by up to 5%.  

Revised GEN at 9.01pm 
2.18 At 9:01 pm the system operator issued a further revised GEN notifying participants that 

the grid emergency had ended and that all reduced demand could be restored.  

2.19 All reduced demand was restored by 9:15 pm.  

ISS Notice at 11.54pm 
2.20 At 11.54pm, after the grid emergency had ended, the system operator issued the ISS 

Notice. The Notice provided as follows: 

“[T]his notice is issued in accordance with Technical Code B – Emergencies, 
Schedule 8.3 Part 8, clause 5(1A). This Island Shortage Situation (ISS) notice has 
been issued by the System Operator to inform the Pricing Manager and Market 
Participants that an island wide instruction to disconnect demand has been issued, 
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amended or revoked.  Refer to the related GEN notice for details of the instruction.  
The ISS notice serves as an indication to the market that the Pricing Manager may 
invoke Scarcity Pricing subject to meeting additional market criteria.”  

2.21 The ISS Notice resulted in the pricing manager applying the scarcity pricing provisions in 
the Code. As discussed above, this resulted in prices for the affected trading periods 
being fixed at approximately $10,000 MW/h.  

2.22 The overall effect was to raise the gross settlement amount for electricity by 
approximately $130 million. However, as was noted by Nova Energy Limited in its 
submission, the actual financial gain for generators is likely to have been significantly 
less. This is because generators that are also retailers (“gentailers”) were both selling 
and buying electricity. Additionally, many retailers will have hedge contracts that seek to 
protect them (to varying degrees) from price spikes. While the Authority’s focus must be 
on the functioning of the market as a whole, we accept Nova’s submission that it would 
not be correct to imply that “consumers are $130 million worse off” because of scarcity 
pricing, particularly as many consumers will be on fixed price contracts.  

2.23 The Authority and the system operator are of the view that the ISS Notice was 
erroneously issued. The system operator did not, in fact, issue an island-wide instruction 
to disconnect demand. Instead, the GENs discussed above were only requests to 
decrease demand. Clause 5(1A) of the Code does not require an ISS Notice to be 
issued in such circumstances.  

2.24 This means that the Code’s pre-requisites for triggering scarcity pricing were not met 
during the Event. However, because the pricing manager must take the ISS Notice at 
face value, and the other criteria in the Code were met, the pricing manager was 
required to apply scarcity pricing to trading periods 39 - 42.  

3 Framework for decision 
Legal framework 

3.1 Under Part 5 of the Code the Authority may investigate any situation that it suspects or 
anticipates may be a UTS. A UTS is a situation that threatens, or may threaten, 
confidence in, or the integrity of, the wholesale market, and which cannot be 
satisfactorily resolved via other mechanisms in the Code (aside from the trading conduct 
provisions). The Code gives the Authority power to take corrective action if it considers a 
UTS is developing or has developed. This section provides further detail on the legal 
framework for a UTS. Relevant extracts from the Code are provided in Appendix B. 

3.2 Clause 1.1 of the Code defines a UTS. For one to exist, the following criteria must be 
met: 

(a) there is a situation which involves the wholesale market;  

(b) that situation threatens, or may threaten, confidence in, or integrity of, the 
wholesale market; and  

(c) the situation cannot, in the Authority’s reasonable opinion, be satisfactorily 
resolved via another mechanism of the Code (apart from the trading conduct 
provisions). 
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3.3 Clause 5.1(2) of the Code provides examples of situations that the Authority may 
consider constitute a UTS. However, as provided in clause 5.1(3), this list is not 
exhaustive, nor will the examples provided constitute a UTS unless they also fall within 
the definition provided in clause 1.1. 

3.4 Clause 5.5 of the Code provides that the Authority must attempt to correct each UTS, 
and restore the normal operation of the market, as soon as possible.  

3.5 When correcting a UTS, the Authority may direct participants to take actions inconsistent 
with the Code.17  When amending the UTS provisions in 2013, the Authority explained 
that this is because “there is a strong likelihood that, in some cases, actions will need to 
be inconsistent with at least some aspects of the Code.  Indeed, the UTS may have 
arisen because the Code itself is leading to some major unintended problem”.18 

3.6 As this highlights, the UTS provisions are deliberately very broad in scope. The Authority 
is ultimately responsible for determining whether, and how, they apply to a particular 
situation. The analysis the Authority undertakes to inform and support that judgement 
may take different forms depending on the situation.  

3.7 In exercising this broad discretion, the Authority is guided by its statutory objective, 
which is “to promote competition in, reliable supply by, and the efficient operation of, the 
electricity industry for the long-term benefit of consumers.”19 

3.8 The Authority must also be mindful of the specific purpose of the UTS provisions. As 
illustrated by clause 5.5, the UTS regime is designed to allow the Authority to correct a 
situation that threatens or may threaten, the wholesale market, and to restore normal 
operation. They are, broadly speaking, designed to allow the Authority to remedy an 
ongoing state of affairs.  

3.9 The nature of the Authority’s UTS powers is informed by the examples given in clause 
5.2(2) of powers which the Authority can exercise to correct a UTS: 

(a) directing that an activity be suspended, limited, or stopped, either generally or for a 
specified period; 

(b) directing that completion of trades be deferred for a specified period; 

(c) directing that any trades be closed out or settled at a specified price; and/or  

(d) directing a participant to take any actions that will, in the Authority’s opinion, 
correct or assist in overcoming the undesirable trading situation 

3.10 The UTS provisions are not primarily a means of enforcing compliance with the Code, or 
to hold an industry participant accountable for bad or negligent behaviour. The Electricity 
Industry (Enforcement) Regulations 2010 (Regulations) empower the Authority to seek 
penalties and orders for compensation in relation to breaches of the Code. The UTS 
provisions will not normally be an appropriate tool to compensate participants, and — as 

 
17  See cl 5.2(2A)(a). 
18  Authority Decision Paper: Review of the Undesirable Trading Situation provisions in the Code (17 June 

2013) at [4.9.4] available at https://www.ea.govt.nz/assets/dms-assets/15/15156Decision-paper-UTS-
provisions-amendment.pdf. 

19  The statutory objective of the Authority was further considered in section 5 of the PDP.  
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the Authority has made clear in previous UTS decisions — “are not designed to punish 
individual participants”.20  

3.11 Enforcement actions may be appropriate in response to conduct that occurred in the 
past and cannot be “undone” or corrected. But it is unlikely that a UTS exists if there is 
no ongoing situation for the Authority to correct. As the Authority has said previously, a 
UTS “must require us to take some corrective action. If … the situation does not require 
corrective action, the situation is not a UTS.”21   

3.12 Put another way: if the issues are in the past, and the only way to address ongoing 
effects is to order compensation or to penalise an industry participant, then it is unlikely 
that a UTS will be found.  

3.13 A useful reference point from the Code is the concept of “normal” market operations. As 
noted above, if normal market operations have been restored (including any consequent 
impact on price), a UTS is unlikely to exist. Moreover, if the market never stopped 
operating “normally”, then a UTS is unlikely to have developed.  

3.14 As discussed in the PDP, normal market operations are not the same as perfect market 
operations: the Authority must avoid hindsight-bias and instead focus on what market 
participants should reasonably expect to happen in certain situations, taking into account 
all the factors that might lead to imperfect decision-making. This FDP draws on the 
concept of normal market operations to illustrate the Authority’s reasoning.  

The Authority’s approach in this case 
3.15 In considering each of the three limbs of the UTS definition (set out above at 

paragraph 3.2) this FPD will: 

(e) provide a summary of key details from the PDP and SCP; 

(f) summarise key themes from the submissions and provide comments; and 

(g) set out the Authority’s final view on each question. 

3.16 There will inevitably be differences in the approach to be taken between each different 
potential UTS given the different circumstances of each situation. However, the Authority 
considers that the approach taken in this case is consistent with the approach taken in 
previous cases. 

3.17 As noted above, the Authority has endeavoured to accurately summarise views 
expressed in the submissions. However, summaries necessarily compress the 
information provided in submissions and the individual submissions should be read to 
obtain a full account of submitters’ views. 

 
20  Authority Final Decision – Actions to Correct Undesirable Trading Situation December 2019 (17 August 

2021) at [3.4] available at https://www.ea.govt.nz/assets/dms-assets/28/Final-Decision-Actions-to-Correct-
2019-Undesirable-Trading-Situation.pdf. 

21  Authority The Authority's decision on claim of an undesirable trading situation (28 February 2019) at [5.7], 
available at https://www.ea.govt.nz/assets/dms-assets/24/2488615-September-2018-UTS-decision-
paper.PDF. 
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The Authority considered its statutory objective 
3.18 As set out in the PDP, in considering the application of the UTS provisions, the Authority 

considered its statutory objective. While the Code sets out the legal framework within 
which the Authority’s consideration of a UTS must occur, the application of the 
Authority’s statutory objective provides context.22 

4 Question 1 – Is there a situation involving the 
wholesale market? 

4.1 Following review of submissions, the Authority’s position on this question is unchanged 
from the PDP and the view that each aspect of the Event did affect the wholesale 
market. 

What the Authority said in the PDP 
4.2 The PDP provided detailed analysis as to whether the circumstances of the 9 August 

2021 peak demand event affected the wholesale market.  

4.3 The Authority’s preliminary view was that the Event affected the wholesale market 
because scarcity pricing was invoked, which set prices for the wholesale market for 
trading periods 39 to 42. 

Key themes from submissions  
4.4 The Authority notes the feedback on the quantum of the impact from disconnections and 

scarcity pricing. The Authority agrees that both disconnections and scarcity pricing have 
had a significant impact on the market but, as discussed further below, require separate 
analysis to determine whether each element meets some of the other components of the 
legal test for a UTS.  

4.5 Transpower’s submission23 (along with others) focused on clarifying the impact of the 
various notices on disconnections and scarcity pricing (as was also discussed in the 
PBA Report24). On the basis of these submissions, the Authority has concluded that both 
the GEN at 6.47pm and the GEN at 7.09pm resulted in consumer disconnections.  

4.6 Several submissions that provided comments about the impact of scarcity pricing, 
combined the issue of whether there was an impact on the wholesale market and 
whether it was outside the range of normal market operations and threatened confidence 
or integrity. For this reason, the FDP deals with a number of the issues raised by 
submitters on this question under the section on Question 2. 

The Authority’s final view  
4.7 The Authority’s view continues to be that each aspect of the Event affected the 

wholesale market. The financial and security impacts of the Event on the market were 
significant. 

 
22  See section 5. of the PDP and sections 15 and 16 of the Electricity Industry Act 2010 
23  The Transpower submissions is available at - https://www.ea.govt.nz/assets/dms-assets/29/Transpower-

submission-on-preliminary-2021-UTS-decision.pdf  
24  The PBA Consulting Report is available at - https://www.transpower.co.nz/sites/default/files/bulk-

upload/documents/PBA%20Consulting%209%20Aug%2021%20Grid%20Emergency%20Investigation%20R
eport.pdf 

https://www.ea.govt.nz/assets/dms-assets/29/Transpower-submission-on-preliminary-2021-UTS-decision.pdf
https://www.ea.govt.nz/assets/dms-assets/29/Transpower-submission-on-preliminary-2021-UTS-decision.pdf
https://www.transpower.co.nz/sites/default/files/bulk-
https://www.transpower.co.nz/sites/default/files/bulk-
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4.8 The Authority view is that, in terms of the first limb of the UTS test, each of the three 
areas of conduct set out at paragraph 1.6 contributed to the effect on the wholesale 
market: 

(a) Genesis Energy and Contact Energy not making certain generation assets 
available to service the evening peak on 9 August 2021 contributed to the scarcity 
of supply during the grid emergency; 

(b) the way in which the system operator managed the grid emergency resulted in 
demand constraints; and 

(c) the triggering of the Code’s scarcity pricing regime by the system operator resulted 
in significantly different prices than would have otherwise been the case. 

5 Question 2 – Does the situation threaten confidence 
in, or the integrity of, the wholesale market? 
What the Authority said in the PDP 

5.1 The PDP discussed the conduct of the system operator and the two generators 
separately.   

5.2 The issue of scarcity pricing was not raised in the context of the UTS until after the PDP 
was published and was the subject of a supplementary consultation.  

Actions of the generators 

Genesis Energy 
5.3 The PDP accepted that Rankine units (such as HLY4) are not well-suited to a short-term 

peaking role for the following reasons: 

(a) bringing a unit online is a complex process, involving managing differential 
expansion while the unit is brought to operating temperature; 

(b) under a best-case scenario it takes a minimum of 8 hours 13 minutes to bring a 
unit from cold to full load, but Genesis Energy usually allows 12 hours, to allow 
some contingency for potential plant, fuel and staffing issues; 

(c) the units have significant start-up costs; and 

(d) the units have a significant minimum operating load, which will tend to depress the 
market price. 

5.4 The UTS claim alleged that Genesis Energy ignored weather and wind forecasts and the 
Customer Advice Notice (CAN) issued by the system operator at 6:42am. However, 
based on the analysis in the PDP (paragraphs 8.1 to 8.27), which includes such matters 
as validation of start-up costs, the Authority’s preliminary conclusion was that not offering 
HLY4 was an operational decision consistent with what the market might reasonably 
expect in the circumstances. In reaching this initial view, the Authority considered the 
data that the trader was observing, the timing of that data, the uncertain information 
available, and the range of potential price outcomes.  

5.5 The Authority also notes that the CAN notice issued at 6:42am signalled a low residual 
situation. This means that forecasts suggested that once the system had been fully 
dispatched, there would not be much excess generation left. However, these notices are 
relatively common and cannot necessarily be interpreted as a signal of actual scarcity to 
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the extent observed on the evening on 9 August 2021. They are a signal that if things 
get worse, there could be actual scarcity.  

5.6 The Authority therefore reached the preliminary conclusion that, in this context, that 
Genesis Energy’s decision not to offer HLY4 on 9 August 2021 did not threaten 
confidence in, or the integrity of, the wholesale market.   

Contact Energy 
5.7 The UTS claim alleged that Contact Energy “could have reorganised their existing 

supplies and had TCC plus both peakers on for the critical period, without burning 
significantly more gas than they did”.  

5.8 As explained above and in paragraphs 8.7-8.11 of the PDP, the decision to offer plant 
needs to be made based on forecast prices. The Authority assessed a range of 
material25 provided by Contact Energy and made a number of findings. Based on these 
materials and further validation and analysis the Authority determined that Contact 
Energy could not have made TCC available during the relevant trading periods on 9 
August in response to any forecast data for the relevant trading periods. 

5.9 In these circumstances, the Authority reached the preliminary conclusion that Contact 
Energy’s decision not to offer TCC on 9 August 2021 did not threaten confidence in, or 
the integrity of, the wholesale market. The Authority found that the lead time for starting 
TCC in the circumstances existing at the time was too long for it to have responded to 
any prices forecast on 9 August for the relevant trading periods that evening. 

The system operator’s management of the grid emergency 
5.10 The PDP focused on whether the system operator’s actions in managing the market 

security impacts of the Event fell outside what could be expected during the normal 
operation of the market (taking into account the context of a grid emergency). To 
understand this, the Authority analysed data and assessed the actions of the system 
operator.  

5.11 The PDP contains detailed analysis of the events as they occurred and what data was 
available to the system operator as the grid emergency escalated in severity. This 
analysis assisted the Authority making an assessment as to what the market might have 
reasonably expected the system operator would do in this situation. 

5.12 As noted in the PDP, several actions and decisions by the system operator were not 
perfect and could be improved. 

5.13 However, the Authority’s preliminary view was that the actions of the system operator 
during the Event, on the whole, did not threaten confidence in, or the integrity of, the 
wholesale market. 

Triggering of scarcity pricing 
5.14 The PDP did not specifically address whether the system operator issuing an ISS Notice 

in error would threaten confidence in, or the integrity of, the wholesale market.  

5.15 As discussed above, the Authority undertook supplementary consultation. The Authority 
invited submitters to comment on whether scarcity pricing should apply to the relevant 

 
25  This material includes the check list for putting TCC into preservation mode that was completed after the unit 

shut down at the end of July, and telemetry showing that the heat recovery steam generator was drained 
and filled with nitrogen on 2 August 2021. Contact also provided the start-up check list and timings for 
bringing TCC out of preservation mode to generating.  
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trading periods, even though the ISS Notice had not been issued in accordance with the 
Code.  

Key themes from submissions 
5.16 Submitters made specific comment on the actions of the system operator and the two 

generators. In addition, they queried how the Authority had assessed whether conduct 
rose to the level where it could threaten confidence in, or the integrity of, the wholesale 
market. 

Conduct that threatens confidence in, or the integrity of, the wholesale 
market 

5.17 Submitters queried language in the PDP suggesting that the Authority applied a 
“reasonableness” test when assessing whether conduct threatened confidence in, or the 
integrity of, the wholesale market. 

5.18 The Authority accepts that the “normal operations”26 threshold being applied was not 
always consistently expressed in the PDP. It is difficult to set out, in the abstract, what 
types of situations will threaten the wholesale market. As noted in the PDP and in 
submissions, the existence of a UTS does not depend on “blameworthy” conduct by 
industry participants. It is possible that all participants may be abiding by the Code, yet a 
UTS might still develop. Conversely, the fact that an industry participant has breached 
the Code does not mean that a UTS is inevitable. As discussed above, the Code’s UTS 
provisions are deliberately broad. 

5.19 However, this does not mean that the presence or absence of “blameworthy” conduct is 
irrelevant to the decision whether a UTS has occurred.27 For example, if all industry 
participants are acting as they would be expected to do within a normally-operating 
market, this points away from a UTS.28 

5.20 In this case, the Authority has concluded that Genesis Energy and Contact Energy acted 
reasonably in response to the information available at the relevant times and that this 
conduct was within the range of what the market might normally expect in the 
circumstances.  

Actions of the two generators 
5.21 Submissions, particularly from Genesis Energy and Trustpower, provided further details 

around the decision-making processes for slow-start generation such as HLY4. The 
Authority accepts this analysis, which is consistent with the position taken in the PDP. 

5.22 In relation to Genesis Energy, the Authority accepts the submission that it was 
reasonably expected, at the time that Genesis Energy had to decide, not to bring HLY4 
online. The Authority has determined that given the timing and content of both the CAN 
and forecast prices, it was reasonable in the circumstances that Genesis Energy made 
this decision. The factors that ultimately resulted in a drop in generation (from Tokaanu 

 
26  Under clause 5.5 of the Code, the Authority must attempt to correct every UTS and restore the normal 

operation of the wholesale market as soon as possible. As was analysed in the December 2019 UTS, 
‘normal operations’ may be assessed by considering what the market might reasonably expect to occur in 
the circumstances existing at the time. 

27  Clause 5.1(2) of the Code sets out examples of what may constitute a UTS and some of these include 
conduct that is blameworthy. 

28  Though of course this would not be the only, or necessarily the determinative, factor. 
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between 6.06pm and 6.52pm, and wind generation between 5.40pm and 6.40pm29) 
occurred close to or during the evening peak, which was much too late for Genesis 
Energy to offer HLY4. 

5.23 Similarly, the Authority considers that the decision by Contact Energy not to offer TCC 
was also within the range of what the market might reasonably expect in the 
circumstances. TCC required even longer than HLY4 to be brought online. Based on the 
information available to Contact Energy at the latest time that it could have done so to 
service the evening peak, TCC would have run at a loss. The Authority accepts that it 
was reasonable for Contact Energy to choose to leave the unit offline in those 
circumstances and something that would not be unexpected for the market. 

5.24 We note Haast’s submission that Genesis could have serviced the evening peak, albeit 
at “minimum operating load”, if it had decided to generate in response to the 10:10am 
forecast price. The 10.10am forecast price was higher than earlier forecasts and 
indicated that it might have been possible for HLY4 to run at a profit.  

5.25 However, the Authority considers that it was reasonable for Genesis Energy not to act in 
reliance on the 10.10am forecast alone. We note that there was a very narrow time 
window between when the forecast was available to Genesis Energy and when it would 
have to begin bringing HLY4 online to reach minimum operating load by the evening 
peak. Choosing to bring HLY4 online would have risked running at a loss if prices had 
dropped again. The Authority considers that it was reasonable for Genesis Energy not to 
take this risk.    

The system operator’s management of the grid emergency 
5.26 A number of submitters questioned the Authority’s conclusion about the impact of the 

system operator’s decisions on the market. In particular, submitters noted that the impact 
of the errors in the DAN on consumer disconnections and queried whether scarcity 
pricing should have been applied given (in the words of one submission) “there was no 
genuine scarcity”30. 

5.27 The Authority agrees that the system operator made errors in its notices to industry 
participants – particularly those that resulted in consumer disconnections. The system 
operator accepted in its submission that the demand allocations in the DAN were 
incorrect and caused some customer disconnections (and associated demand 
constraints).  

5.28 However, for the reasons explained below,31 the Authority does not agree that there was 
no genuine scarcity. There was lack of supply relative to demand, due both to 
reasonable commercial decisions made by Genesis Energy and Contact Energy and 
unforeseen disruptions to generation during the day on 9 August 2021.  

Triggering of scarcity pricing 
5.29 As noted above, 9 submissions were received from 12 different parties on the issue of 

scarcity pricing and its application to trading periods 39 – 42 on 9 August.  

5.30 Six parties were of the view it was not appropriate for scarcity pricing to apply. Some of 
the key themes arising out of those submissions were as follows:   

 
29  See PDP at paragraphs 7.17 and 7.18. 
30  See first bullet point on page 2 of the Haast submission on the PDP. This can be seen at: Independent-

Retailers-submission-on-preliminary-2021-UTS-decision.pdf 
31  See paragraphs 5.44 to5.47. 
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(a) The Code requires the system operator to give instructions to electrically 
disconnect demand before issuing an ISS Notice. 

(b) The Authority and the system operator are of the view that the ISS Notice was 
issued incorrectly because instructions to electrically disconnect had not been 
given.  

(c) Had the system operator not issued the ISS Notice in error, the pricing manager 
would not have been able to apply scarcity pricing. 

(d) If the trigger for scarcity pricing had not been met, then it follows that scarcity 
pricing should not apply.  

(e) The material published by the Authority on the scarcity pricing regime shows that 
the intention was for scarcity pricing to apply in narrow and exceptional 
circumstances, and only where the notice to disconnect demand had been given.  

(f) If an incorrectly issued ISS Notice and scarcity pricing are allowed to stand, 
purchasers will overpay by $130 million.  The quantum of this overpayment is such 
that this will undermine confidence in the market and give rise to a UTS.  

5.31 Five parties were of the view that it was appropriate for scarcity pricing to apply. Some of 
the key themes arising out of those submissions were as follows:   

(a) Conditions consistent with scarcity pricing existed at the time the ISS Notice was 
issued, regardless of the technical validity of the notice. The system operator was 
required to take steps to manage demand.   

(b) Notwithstanding the imprecise wording of the written notices issued by the system 
operator, the practical effect was the electrical disconnection of 34,000 consumers 
across multiple distributors. Arguably, there was an island-wide instruction to 
electrically disconnect demand. 

(c) The pricing manager must follow certain procedures once the ISS Notice was 
issued and has no discretion to contest the validity or correctness of the ISS 
Notice.  The pricing manager’s decisions should therefore stand, having gone 
through the exercise of determining that a scarcity pricing situation existed in good 
faith. The pricing manager was right to find that the other criteria for scarcity pricing 
were met.  

(d) When considering the impact of scarcity pricing, a significant proportion of 
transactions will be internal to the gentailers or fully hedged between retailers and 
generators, so the net effect on the market will be significantly less than 
$130 million.  

(e) While errors were made by the system operator, the market still needed to meet 
record electricity consumption in circumstances where not all dispatchable 
generation was available.  In such circumstances the need for reliable peak 
generation capacity and demand response needs to be signalled in market prices.  
To do otherwise risks damaging the integrity of the market.  

(f) Even if there was a technical breach of the Code, the value of the price signal must 
be preserved as a priority.  

5.32 One submitter, Pioneer Energy Limited, agreed that it was not appropriate for scarcity 
pricing to apply based on how the Code was currently drafted but noted there was 
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clearly a shortfall in generation volumes over the four trading periods. Pioneer queried 
whether the Code’s threshold for triggering scarcity pricing was too high.  

5.33 Meridian Energy Limited’s submission did not provide a view as to whether it was 
appropriate that scarcity pricing applies to trading periods 39 – 42 on 9 August. Meridian 
did however submit that it is unclear whether the system operator breached the Code in 
issuing the ISS Notice.  

The Authority’s final view 
5.34 As noted above, the Authority has considered whether each of the following threatens 

confidence in, or the integrity of, the wholesale market: 

(a) Genesis Energy and Contact Energy not making certain generation assets 
available to service the evening peak on 9 August 2021; and/or 

(b) the way in which the system operator managed the grid emergency; and/or 

(c) the incorrect triggering of the Code’s scarcity pricing regime by the system 
operator’s issue of the ISS Notice32. 

The two generators 
5.35 The Authority’s view remains that both Genesis Energy and Contact Energy acted within 

the range of what the market might normally expect in the circumstances, based on the 
information available to them at the relevant points in time, when they decided not to 
offer HLY4 and the TCC (respectively). The reasons for this conclusion are set out in 
detail in the PDP, and some additional points are made above in response to 
submissions.  

5.36 Accordingly, the Authority considers that neither the actions of Genesis Energy nor 
Contact Energy threatened confidence in, or the integrity of, the wholesale market and, 
as such, did not cause or contribute to the UTS.  

The system operator’s management of the grid emergency 
5.37 As discussed above and in the PDP, the Authority considers that the system operator’s 

management of the grid emergency did not minimise the impact on consumers. Some 
consumer disconnections could have been avoided if the system operator had 
responded better to unfolding events. 

5.38 If consumers were unnecessarily disconnected, this could threaten confidence in, or the 
integrity of, the wholesale market. Whether confidence or integrity is threatened in a 
particular circumstance will depend on a number of factors, such as the gravity of the 
failures by the system operator (or other industry participants).  

5.39 Both the PDP and submissions discussed this issue at length. Some submitters 
disagreed strongly with the Authority’s preliminary view that the system operator’s 
failures did not reach this threshold.33 

5.40 In relation to the system operator’s management of the grid emergency, the Authority 
has considered whether, in accordance with the legal test, there is a situation that the 
UTS powers are able to resolve. 

 
32  The view of both the Authority and the system operator is that the technical requirements of the Code were 

not met for the issue of the ISS Notice, which was the trigger for the application of scarcity pricing by the 
pricing manager. 

33  In particular, the submission from Haast / the Independent Retailers – see the submission at – Haast-+-
Independent-Retailers-submission-on-preliminary-2021-UTS-decision.pdf (ea.govt.nz) 

https://www.ea.govt.nz/assets/dms-assets/29/Haast-+-Independent-Retailers-submission-on-preliminary-2021-UTS-decision.pdf
https://www.ea.govt.nz/assets/dms-assets/29/Haast-+-Independent-Retailers-submission-on-preliminary-2021-UTS-decision.pdf
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5.41 However, ultimately, in the case of the grid emergency management that led to 
consumer disconnections, the security impact is no longer ongoing, with all consumers 
reconnected on the day. Accordingly, the Authority does not consider that this aspect of 
the Event constitutes a UTS, as there is no situation to be resolved. 

5.42 The effect on prices is in a different category. Prices have not yet been finalised, 
meaning that there remains a situation that the Authority could correct pursuant to the 
UTS provisions. The Authority considers that the issue by the system operator of the ISS 
Notice and the impact on prices can be best addressed by considering whether scarcity 
pricing should have applied, despite the technical errors that occurred. The Authority has 
considered the submissions on the supplementary consultation in reaching the view 
discussed below. 

Triggering of scarcity pricing 
5.43 The Authority has considered whether the application of scarcity pricing during the Event 

may have threatened confidence in, or the integrity of, the wholesale market, either 
because: 

(a) there was “no genuine scarcity”, as suggested by some submitters; or 

(b) the ISS Notice was invalidly issued, and thus scarcity pricing should not have been 
triggered. 

There was genuine scarcity 
5.44 The Authority understands that the allegation that there was no genuine scarcity relates 

to the claim that Genesis Energy and/or Contact Energy should have offered their slow-
start generation to service the evening peak on 9 August 2021. The Authority is not 
aware of any alternative generation that could have been made available during those 
trading periods. 

5.45 The Authority accepts that, if Genesis Energy or Contact Energy unreasonably withheld 
generation, then any scarcity in the evening peak would have been artificial – i.e. not 
genuine. 

5.46 However, for the reasons given above and in the PDP, the Authority considers that 
Genesis Energy and Contact Energy both acted within the range of what the market 
might reasonably expect in the circumstances based on the information available to 
them at the crucial points in time.   

5.47 Based on that, the Authority considers that there was genuine scarcity of generation on 
the evening of 9 August 2021. This scarcity was caused by a mixture of reasonable 
commercial decisions by Contact Energy and Genesis Energy, and unforeseen 
circumstances that arose later in the day (the decline of wind generation and generation 
issues at the Tokaanu power station).  

Scarcity pricing was economically appropriate in these circumstances 
5.48 The Authority has concluded (and the system operator accepts) that the ISS Notice was 

issued in error, on the basis outlined in the SCP. The system operator did not require the 
electrical disconnection of demand during the Event; instead it requested that EDBs 
reduce demand. Those distributors had a choice about how to do so – some were able 
to do so through ripple control, rather than disconnecting consumers. As explained 
above, this means that clause 5(1A) of the Code did not require the system operator to 
issue the ISS Notice. 
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5.49 This may mean that the system operator has breached the Code. However, that does 
not necessarily mean that its actions have threatened confidence in, or the integrity of, 
the wholesale market. Not all Code breaches lead to a UTS.34 

5.50 In this case, the Authority considers that the proper question is whether the 
circumstances of the Event were an appropriate precursor for scarcity pricing in terms of 
confidence in and the integrity of the wholesale market: 

(a) If yes, then the system operator’s error was a technical breach of form and not 
substance – scarcity pricing is appropriate, which means that the market is 
functioning as normal.  

(b) If no, then the system operator’s error has led to significantly different energy 
prices for the affected trading periods, which may well threaten confidence in, or 
the integrity of, the wholesale market. 

5.51 After careful consideration, the Authority has concluded that it is appropriate for scarcity 
pricing to apply to trading periods 39 – 42 during the Event.  

5.52 As discussed above,35 scarcity pricing provisions exist to ensure that prices are not 
artificially depressed when the system operator directs demand reductions. This is 
necessary to ensure the secure and efficient operation of the market, and in particular to 
ensure that generators are incentivised to build and maintain generation to cover rare, 
but significant, demand spikes. The scarcity pricing provisions are designed to achieve 
this aim. 

5.53 During the Event, generation was scarce. The system operator declared a grid 
emergency because there was insufficient generation to meet demand and ensure the 
safe functioning of the national grid. There was a real risk of frequency dropping to 
dangerous levels.  

5.54 It was predictable that the system operator took action to reduce demand so that it could 
be met by available supply. While the system operator’s particular actions are open to 
criticism, and there are real questions as to the necessary scale of the disconnections,36 
the Authority considers that forced demand reduction of some type was to be expected 
during the trading periods to which scarcity pricing has been applied. The Event involved 
unprecedented demand and an unexpected decline of generation on the coldest night of 
the year.  

5.55 The Event was thus the exact kind of unusual situation which scarcity pricing is designed 
to address. Without the application of these provisions, the resulting prices would reflect 
the distortions arising from the system operator’s demand management, and fail to 
provide appropriate price signals to the market. Put another way: industry participants 
could reasonably expect scarcity pricing to apply in these circumstances. The system 
operator needed to manage demand during the Event, and prices would have been 
artificially low if the scarcity pricing regime were not applied. 

 
34  Clause 5.1(2)(d) provides that a “material breach of any law” is an example of a possible UTS. The Authority 

accepts that a material breach of the Code could therefore amount to a UTS. However, clause 5.1(3)(b) 
makes it clear that the list of examples is not definitive: the Authority must still consider whether “the 
example comes within the definition” of UTS in Part 1 of the Code.  

35  See paragraphs 1.15 to1.17. 
36  Noting in particular the MBIE Report’s conclusion that demand reduction could have been limited to hot 

water. 
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5.56 Further, while the Authority considers that the system operator did not meet the formal 
prerequisites for issuing an ISS Notice – it did not issue island-wide instructions to 
disconnect demand – it could potentially have done so during the Event. Indeed, the 
practical effect of its requests to decrease demand was that demand was disconnected. 
Moreover, the system operator transcripts show that this is what it believed it was 
instructing at various points in the grid emergency. This is consistent with why the ISS 
Notice was issued in the first place.  

5.57 For those reasons, the Authority considers that the triggering of scarcity pricing – albeit 
not following the technical requirements of the Code – has not created a situation that 
could threaten confidence in, or the integrity of, the wholesale market.  

5.58 Reinforcing this conclusion, when the real-time pricing reforms come into force in 
November 2022, there will be no distinction (for pricing purposes) between electrical 
disconnection and other demand-reduction measures taken in real-time. Indeed, scarcity 
pricing will not be triggered by ISS Notices at all. Instead, scarcity pricing will 
automatically apply wherever this is merited by the underlying (im)balance of supply and 
demand. This highlights that the Code’s current focus on electrical disconnection as a 
pre-requisite for scarcity pricing is not necessary in order to ensure integrity and 
confidence. 

5.59 This is not to say that the system operator made only “technical” errors during the Event. 
The Authority makes no comment on that in this FDP, noting the ongoing enforcement 
action under the Regulations. The only question for present purposes is whether the 
circumstances resulting in those prices are so inappropriate that they threaten the 
wholesale market. In the Authority’s view, they do not. 

6 Question 3 - Whether the situation can be 
satisfactorily resolved by any other mechanism 
available under the Code? 

6.1 Given the Authority’s conclusions above, it is not necessary to consider whether the 
various aspects of the Event can be resolved by any other mechanism under the Code. 

7 The Authority’s conclusion is that a UTS did not occur 
in relation to the Event 

7.1 Having investigated the alleged UTS relating to this Event and reviewed all the 
submissions received, the Authority’s conclusion is that a UTS did not occur during 
trading periods 37 to 42 on 9 August 2021.  

8 Comments on other issues raised in submissions 
8.1 There were a range of issues raised in the submissions on the PDP that are out of scope 

for the purpose of determining the UTS. Some of these sought to clarify matters or 
suggest that further information or research was required. Although the Authority has 
determined that these are out of scope for the purposes of assessing the UTS, we 
acknowledge the thought that has gone into making these and wish to provide some 
brief comments on a few of them. 
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8.2 The Authority notes that several submitters (including Haast, Meridian Energy and 
Trustpower), commented on the need to progress the recommendations out of the 9 
August Reviews. Examples include: 

(a) Trustpower agreed with the Authority’s preliminary finding that a UTS did not occur 
endorsed progressing the review processes: 

“While we recognise it is a very challenging job for the system operator to 
manage the power system and avoid cascade failure during this type of event, 
the issues that arose (as are well documented) suggest that significant 
improvements to the system operator’s utilisation of demand response are 
required. … We recommend that the progression of those outstanding 
recommendations from the reviews should be progressed as a matter of priority 
by the relevant agencies to ensure better outcomes arise for consumers if similar 
circumstances arise again in the future.”37 

(b) Meridian Energy requested Authority comments on the MBIE Report (and noted 
the correct timing of the report), including in relation to whether the Code should be 
changed to provide for different levels of scarcity pricing; the ability for the system 
operator to have accurate real time awareness of the size of each EDB’s 
discretionary load; and the need to change the equity rule. 

(c) Haast submitted that “the Authority should review the scarcity pricing provisions, 
including triggers, in the Electricity Industry Participation Code” and referenced 
proceedings against the system operator under the Regulations, and the outcome 
of the PEC. 

8.3 The MBIE report and the other 9 August Reviews are concerned with making changes 
for the future. The focus of the UTS provisions is solely on restoring normal operations if 
a UTS has occurred. On that basis the feedback from submitters relating to progressing 
the 9 August Review matters is out of scope for the purpose of this UTS investigation. 
However, the Authority notes it is engaged in various workstreams relating to the 
recommendations out of those reviews, including the recommendations from the MBIE 
Report and there is separate reporting on progressing completion of the 
recommendations38.  

8.4 Several submissions suggested a range of further information would assist assessment 
of the UTS. The MEUG submission is the most extensive: suggesting the Authority 
consider (amongst other things) - estimated VoLL and compensation; who benefited 
from, or was impacted by, scarcity pricing (with / without hedges); analysing historical 
CAN notices to understand impact and bias; and carrying out additional validation work 
around the data and timing requirements for generation decisions. 

8.5 The Authority appreciates the consideration that has gone into the submissions, in 
particular from MEUG. However, our view is that the Authority has followed an 
appropriate process (including in its data analysis), and that an assessment of whether a 
UTS has arisen is possible without consideration of the range of additional data 
suggested. 

 
37   See Trustpower submission at https://www.ea.govt.nz/assets/dms-assets/29/TrustPower-submission-on-

preliminary-2021-UTS-decision.pdf  
38  See details of progress (including the Authority’s final report into the 9 August 2021 demand management 

event) at:  https://www.ea.govt.nz/monitoring/enquiries-reviews-and-investigations/2021/electricity-authority-
review-of-9-august-2021-event-under-the-electricity-industry-act-2010/ 

https://www.ea.govt.nz/assets/dms-assets/29/TrustPower-submission-on-preliminary-2021-UTS-decision.pdf
https://www.ea.govt.nz/assets/dms-assets/29/TrustPower-submission-on-preliminary-2021-UTS-decision.pdf
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Glossary of abbreviations and terms 
  

Authority – Electricity Authority 
AUFLS – Automatic under-frequency load shedding 
Code – Electricity Industry Participation Code 2010  
CAN – Customer Advice Notice  
DAN – Demand Allocation Notice 
GEN – Grid Emergency Notice 
HLY4 – Huntly Unit 4 
Infeasibility: An infeasibility occurs when the scheduling pricing and dispatch (SPD) model 
cannot produce a solution that is physically feasible. When this occurs, the SPD model flags the 
infeasible solution, and the system operator reconfigures the input information. 
LSR – load shed and restore decision support tool 
NRSL – non-responsive long 
NRSS – non-responsive short schedules 
PRSL – Price Responsive Schedule Long 
TCC – Taranaki Combined Cycle station 
UTS – Undesirable trading situation  
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Appendix A 9 August 2021 event timeline 
. 

Time Event 
Day of the event up to the issuing of the GEN at 17:10 
9 August 
2021 
6:30am 

Overnight, the load forecast increased to 7170MW and the residual 
dropped to 142MW.  

06:42 CAN issued for forecast low residual generation during the 17:30 – 20:00 
trading periods. This notice advised the market: 
 
Transpower as system operator advises that North Island residual 
generation is less than 200MW, including spare HVDC capacity, for 
trading periods TP 36 - 41 (17:30 -20:00) on 9 August 2021.   
If system conditions worsen, it could result in a WRN or GEN being 
issued due to insufficient offers being available to cover for the largest 
contingency or meet demand and maintain frequency keeping reserve.  
Participants should ensure energy and reserve offers and load bids are 
accurate for the times noted, and if not, please update accordingly.  
If you are aware of information that could impact system security, please 
advise the System Operator duty operations manager on XX XXX XXXX.  
This notice will not be updated unless conditions worsen and a WRN or 
GEN notice is required. 

09:19 – 
10:03 

Tokaanu claimed a bona fide situation to reduce their market offers in 
stages to 0MW. High winds had blown weed into the station intake 
screens blocking them. 

10:30 10:00 NRSL schedule published at 10:30 forecasts a reserve deficit of up 
to 149.6MW for 18:00 – 20:00. 

12:30 12:00 NRSL schedule published at 12:30 forecasts a reserve deficit of up 
to 208MW for 18:00 – 20:00 

13:02 WRN notice issued forecasting insufficient generation offers on a national 
basis during the 17:30 – 20:30 trading periods. This notice advised the 
market: 
 
Transpower as system operator advises there is a risk of insufficient 
generation and reserve offers to meet demand and provide for N-1 
security for a contingent event. 
 
It then requested that participants increase generation and reserve offers 
and decrease demand. 
 
It then notified that if there was insufficient response by participants, the 
system operator will manage demand to restore power system security. 

14:30 to 
16:30 

Tokaanu gradually reoffered its full 240MW capacity for the evening peak. 
This returned residual to positive in the 14:00 NRSL and 16:00 NRSS 
schedules. The residual hovers around the 100MW to 200MW range. 

17:00 The 17:00 NRSS schedule forecasts a reserve deficit of up to 31MW for 
the 18:00 – 19:00 trading periods. 
This is largely driven by a 125MW drop in wind offers for the evening 
peak and a 21MW increase in forecast load. 
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Time Event 
GEN declared at 17:10 and GEN notice issued 
17:10 GEN notice issued forecasting insufficient generation offers on a national 

basis during the 18:00 – 19:00 trading periods. This notice advised the 
market:  
 
This is a New Zealand wide emergency. There is Insufficient Generation 
offers to meet demand and provide for N-1 security for a contingent 
event. The level of instantaneous reserves being scheduled may or will 
need to be reduced. 
 
It then requested that participants increase generation and reserve offers 
and decrease demand. 
 
It then notified that if there was insufficient response by participants, the 
system operator will manage demand to alleviate the grid emergency. 

17:30 Visible drop in demand (74MW).  
 Several calls from distributors via NGOC, eg, Mainpower noting that 

controllable demand had been in use most of the day. Two further 
distributors contacted NCC querying whether immediate demand 
management was required.  

17:50 Unison manage controllable hot water load, confirmed by Unison was in 
response to 17:10 GEN. Approx. 17MW. 

18:06 Tokaanu bona fide their generation offers down from 218MW to 94MW – 
weed blocking intake screens. 

18:25 Mercury call offering extra 12MW of generation for half an hour. This offer 
was inside the trading period and so was not able to be accepted[1].  

18:30 to 
18:45 

Waipipi generation reduces between 15MW to 20MW over 15 minutes 
due to falling wind speeds. 

1% Load reduction notice issued via GEN notice 
18:40 to 
18:47 
 
1% 
reduce 
load 
notice 
sent 

Frequency keeping (FK) band had been eroded, running deficit reserves, 
needed demand management to restore FK. 1% (~70MW) requested). 
 
NGOCs phoned connected parties to confirm instruction to reduce 
demand by 1%. 
 
Vector raised that it already had controllable load off – relayed to NCC via 
NGOC. 
 
At 18:47, GEN revision notice sent – period extended 18:00 – 20:00 all 
network companies to reduce load by 1% until further notice. Demand 
allocation notice to follow. 

18:52 Tokaanu bona fide their generation offers down from 94MW to 47MW – 
weed blocking intake screens. 

 
[1]  The market system is configured to only dispatch generation up to the maximum capacity of each generation 

unit, this prevents the market from scheduling generation above the maximum capacity. Current market 
system limitations prevent bids and offers from being updated in the current trading period. 
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Time Event 
18:53 1% load reduction achieved on a national basis, 71MW reduction in load 

measured by system operator indications. 

19:08 3% of load reduction has been observed, or 228MW.  
 
Many distributors appear to have dropped 1% then declined further.  

19:09 to 
20:20 
Response 
to the 
DAN 
 
19:26 to 
19:59 
 
 
 
 
 
 
19:31 

19:09 Demand allocation notice sent. 
 
7 out of 33 recipients are asked to reduce load further. The total reduction 
requested was 236MW. These recipients are Unison, Electra, TOP, 
Orion, Delta, Wellington Electricity, Vector, and WEL. 
 
3 recipients [Orion, WEL, and Electra] appear to have acted on the DAN. 
Based on 1-minute Scada data there does not appear to be other 
controlled changes. Voice recordings from the control room identify 
several participants that phoned and were provided clarity.  

Orion reduced its demand by 17MW at 19:15. Orion managed demand 
with controllable load.  

NGOC contacted NCC to pass on demand allocation queries from 
Wellington Electricity (reduce from 551MW to 430MW) and Unison 
(reduce from 298MW to 192MW). Both parties were querying the scale of 
their allocated reduction. Both were told to hold off managing demand. 

Electra reduced its demand by 4MW at 20:17 until 20:32, then lift its load 
(after the 20:20 notice – see below). 

19:09 to 
20:20 
 
Total load 
reduction  

The remaining load reduction across this time for many distributors is 
consistent with normal post peak demand decline.  

When a demand curve is superimposed using the demand shape from 29 
June 2021 (previous record demand), many of the distributors appear to 
have acted on the 1% GEN notice at 18:48 and held this reduction and 
then allowed demand to decline naturally.  

Across this time, some units, notably, Huntly and Whirinaki were 
dispatched back to provide reserves (reserves were previously in deficit) 
and maintain system stability.  

From approximately 19:50 generation begins to be dispatched down due 
to dropping demand. 

Log of key calls and conversations with distributors, NGOC, and NCC 
19:22 NGOC to NCC: Northpower queried demand allocation. Allocate 

207.7MW vs 165MW actual, able to increase to 190MW. 
19:26 
19:59 
 
 
 
 

NGOC Instruction to WEL Networks to stay below total load of 224MW.  
WEL contacted NGOC to confirm start time of demand management 
requirement, confirmed as an immediate requirement. Subsequent calls 
highlighted a discrepancy between the NGOC load indications for WEL 
Networks compared to the WEL Networks operational indications. 
NGOC advised WEL could come up by 24MW from its current load. 
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Time Event 
19:31 NGOC contacted NCC to discuss demand allocation for Wellington 

Electricity and Unison. Advised distributors to stay at current demand with 
no action required from demand allocation notice, load is falling naturally. 

19:34 Orion question demand allocation via NGOC, currently below DAN target. 
Advised can increase to 675MW. 

19:38 NCC to operations management: issues recognised with demand 
allocation. Current load indications well below allocation total. Agree to 
plan load restoration allowing to run reserve deficit.  

19:54 NCC to operations management: Discussed LSR tool and increasing load 
by 5%. System operator attempted to solve with LSR but still encountered 
issues with the tool. 

20:03 NCC to operations management: Confirm use of “restore 5% of current 
load” instruction. Confirmed that 5% does not constitute all load shed. 

20:05 -
20:07 

NCC to all NGOC: contact distributors to restore 5% of current load, GEN 
extended to 21:00 

20:20 GEN revision notice issued – period extended 18:00 – 21:00 all network 
companies can increase load by 5% based on current load. 

20:25 Residual generation now at 390MW, NCC to instruct full load restoration. 
20:28 – 
20:33 

NCC to NGOC: instruct all distributors to restore all load excluding hot 
water heating. Vector instructed to restore 50MW every 5 minutes until 
restored. WEL restore 20MW every 5 minutes until restored. 

20:39 NCC to NGOC: instruct all distributors to restore all load including hot 
water heating. 

21:01 GEN revision notice issued – grid emergency ended; all participants can 
restore all load. 

 
Source: the system operator NCC call logs, supplementary notes, market notices and 
distributor call transcripts (obtained as part of the Authority’s Immediate assurance review of the 
9 August 2021 demand management event). 
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Appendix B Extracts from the Code 
B.1 Clause 5.2 

(1) If the Authority finds that an undesirable trading situation is developing or has 
developed, it may take any action that—  

(a) the Authority considers necessary to correct the undesirable trading 
situation; and  

(b) relates to an aspect of the electricity industry that the Authority could 
regulate in this Code under section 32 of the Act.  

(2) The actions the Authority may take under subclause (1) include any 1 or more 
of the following:  

(a) directing that an activity be suspended, limited, or stopped, either 
generally or for a specified period:  

(b) directing that completion of trades be deferred for a specified period:  

(c) directing that any trades be closed out or settled at a specified price:  

(d) directing a participant to take any actions that will, in the Authority’s 
opinion, correct or assist in overcoming the undesirable trading situation.  

B.2 Clause 5.5  

The Authority must attempt to correct every undesirable trading situation and, 
consistently with section 15 of the Act, restore the normal operation of the wholesale 
market as soon as possible.  

B.3 Clause 5(1A), Schedule 8.3, Technical Code B 

The system operator must issue a notice in writing to all participants whenever, or 
as soon as practicable after, an island wide instruction to electrically disconnect 
demand has been issued, amended, or revoked under clause 6. 

B.4 Clause 6, Schedule 8.3, Technical Code B 

(1)  If insufficient generation and frequency keeping gives rise to a grid 
emergency, the system operator may, having regard to the priority below, if 
practicable, and regardless of whether a formal notice has been issued, do 1 
or more of the following: 

(a)  request that a generator varies its offer and dispatch the generator in 
accordance with that offer, to ensure there is sufficient generation and 
frequency keeping: 

(b)  request that a purchaser or a connected asset owner reduce demand: 

(c)  require a grid owner to reconfigure the grid: 

(d)  require the electrical disconnection of demand in accordance with clause 
7A: 

(e) take any other reasonable action to alleviate the grid emergency. 

  …. 

(5)  The system operator may, if an unexpected event occurs giving rise to a grid 
emergency, take any reasonable action to alleviate the grid emergency. 
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Appendix C Formal notices issued by the system 
operator on 9 August 2021 
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Issued 5:10 pm 
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Issued at 6:47 pm 
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Issued at 7:09 pm 
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